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but in will and mood, Lewis thought, looting into the
heavy intelligence of van Leyden's face, which, though
evidently that of a man skilled in his own business, had
in repose, when there was no glint of laughter to quicken
it, the dullness of a close and stubborn mind. Above it,
on a wall of red and gold embossed leather that was
being turned by the years into a general black, hung three
portraits in gilt frames—the portraits, beyond doubt, of
three earlier van Leydens. In this room, they also had
dropped pipe ash or snuff on to estate ledgers and done
the patriarchal business of a burgomaster of EnkendaaL
They differed in feature; no common physical mark, un-
less perhaps the outward turning of their ears, pronounced
that they were of one family, but relationship was as plain
in their expressions as in the lip of the Hapsburgs. There
was a woodenness common to them all, a strange mingling
of toughness and benign irritability. Jealous of their rights,
but without the spirit for tyranny; rulers but not leaders;
solid, competent, enduring, dull, they had been masters
of Enkendaal because, recognizing their limitations, they
had not looked beyond it. And yet, had there not been a
van Leyden who resisted the Spaniards and died in re-
sistance? "Willem van Leyden," Lewis asked, "did he
live at Enkendaal?"
"Which Willem—Long Ears?"
"The one the Spanish burned."
"Ah! the Leyden martyr! No, he didn't live here, except
for a few months when he was a boy. The Huis ten Borgh
was his—a fine place in those days; but the Spanish—how
do you say verwoesteni—plunder? sack?—the Spanish
sacked it. Willem lost everything—his money, his house,
his life. Did you know his mother was Scottish?" the old
man added, as if that were needed to explain his ancestor's
rashness. "And in the Scottish mother there was a streak
of French—not a safe mixture, eh?"
"Not safe?"
"Well, your Stuarts couldn't keep their thrones or their
heads for ten minutes. What is the use of having a thing
if you don't keep it, and do good with it, and make it
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